More growth in store…
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Financial Highlights
All currency figures in this report are in Canadian dollars, unless otherwise noted

Year Ended		
January 31, 2010

Year Ended 		 Year Ended
January 31, 2009 January 31, 2008

Results For The Year
Sales			
$ 1,444,366
0.1%
Same store sales % increase 1		
Trading profit 2 (earnings before interest, income taxes and amortization) $ 130,274
95,124
Earnings before interest and income taxes 2 (EBIT)		
Net earnings 			
81,813
Cash flow from operations 2		 116,486

$ 1,392,634
$ 1,064,490
2.7%
6.7%
$ 122,257
$ 106,557
90,203		
79,607
75,378		
62,991
106,324		
94,739

			
($ in thousands, except per unit information)

Financial POSITION
Total assets		
$
Total debt
Total equity			

623,800
209,170
289,926

Financial Ratios
Debt-to-equity 		
Return on net assets 3
Return on average equity 		
Sales blend: Food		
General merchandise		
Other		

.72:1
18.7%
29.3%
77.0%
20.0%
3.0%

Per Unit ($) ¬ DILUTED
Trading profit		
$
Net earnings 		
Cash flow from operations
Market price¬ January 31		
¬ high		
¬ low		

2.69
1.69
2.40
17.94
19.60
14.88

Sales

Trading Profit

($ in millions)
1,500

1,393

609,173
$
213,026		
274,410		

.78:1		
19.8%		
28.6%		
75.0%		
22.0%		
3.0%		

$

2.52
$
1.56		
2.20		
16.14		
19.99		
13.00		

Cash Distributions

2

($ in millions)
1,444

$

529,670
159,833
256,301

.62:1
21.0%
24.9%
70.0%
26.0%
4.0%

2.20
1.31
1.96
18.42
22.68
15.01
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Per Unit ¬ Diluted ($)
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1 Same store sales, excluding the foreign exchange impact, on an equivalent year basis
2 See Non-GAAP measures on page 26 in the Annual Financial Report which is available through SEDAR at www.sedar.com and the Company’s website at www.northwest.ca
3 Earnings before interest and income taxes as a percent of average net assets employed
4 All per unit information has been restated to reflect the three-for-one unit split that occurred on September 20, 2006

Chairman’s Message

N

orth West’s performance in 2009 demonstrated the stability of our
core food business and the advantage of a healthy balance between
income growth and yield. Amidst slowdowns in the resource sectors
that help drive consumer income in Northern Canada and Alaska
and in the tourism industry within our Cost-U-Less markets, last year’s results
were also a testament to the quality of North West’s executive team and the
determination and customer focus of our managers and associates throughout the
organization. Because of their efforts, North West posted another year of record
financial performance and maintained its ranking as a top-quartile performing
investment. Units in North West Company Fund generated a total return of 20.5%
compared to a 4.1% return from the TSX food staples index.
During the year, your Board of Trustees was active on a number of fronts including
strategic planning, governance and preparation for our conversion to a share
corporation structure.
Strategy activity at North West was robust last year. As always it was conducted
with the aim of building on our strengths to ensure profitable, long-term growth.
This included an assessment of our performance against prior five year targets;
a thorough analysis of our competitive strengths and weaknesses; and a detailed
exploration into the most attractive opportunities to grow our business over the
next few years. The Board worked closely with management in an advisory role
throughout this process and was pleased to approve a new strategic agenda that
is both ambitious and attainable. The endorsed priorities are designed
to achieve “More Growth in Store” from our existing businesses, as highlighted in
this summary report.
The overriding governance principle at North West is to adopt and maintain
sound practices that support sustainable, top-quartile investment performance
while meeting the interests of our stakeholders. This was the starting point for
an in-depth review of different approaches taken by other leading public income
trusts and corporations with due consideration to best practices encouraged by
leading governance advisors and regulatory bodies. This work will continue as we
adjust what we already consider to be solid governance policies in advance
of our conversion to a share corporation structure by year end.
At this point, North West’s conversion plan is well-developed and has been clearly
communicated to our stakeholders. Your Board strongly believes that this change
will not adversely affect our fundamental capability to deliver an attractive yield
to investors while continuing to find growth opportunities that align with the core
strengths and risk profile of the Company.
In closing, I would also like to extend the Board’s sincere appreciation for the
continuing loyalty of our unitholders. Amidst one of the most challenging global
business environments in recent times, your continued support has helped
reinforce our faith in the fundamental soundness and value of North West’s
business model.

Front Cover Hilda Celestine shops for
her growing family at the St. Thomas
Cost-U-Less. An ever-wider selection of
fresh food and everyday necessities has
made our warehouse club-style stores
the first choice among island customers.

H. Sanford Riley
Chairman, Board of Trustees
April 7, 2010
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140 Northern stores1 offer a
combination of food, financial services
and general merchandise to remote
northern Canadian communities.

7 NorthMart stores are targeted at larger
northern markets with an emphasis on
an expanded selection of fresh foods,
fashion and health products and services.

33 AC Value Center stores 2
are similar to Northern and
NorthMart, offering a combination
of food and general merchandise
to communities across remote
and rural regions of Alaska.

31 Giant Tiger junior discount stores
offer family fashion, household products
and food to urban neighbourhoods and
larger rural centres in western Canada.
Sonora
Caribbean

Kapaa (Hawaii)
Hilo (Hawaii)
Tamuning (Guam)
Dededo (Guam)
Grand Cayman
American Samoa
South Pacific Ocean

St. Croix
St. Thomas

St. Maarten

Curacao

Suva

2009 Revenue by Banner

12 Cost-U-Less mid-sized warehouse stores
offering discount food and general merchandise
products to island communities in the South
Pacific and the Caribbean.

($ in millions)

$297

1 Island Fresh Supermarket is a
neighbourhood store offering convenience
with an emphasis on fresh and prepared foods.

Cost-U-Less

$537

$269

Giant Tiger

$58

Other

226 Locations
6,903 Employees
			
$1.444 Billion Sales
3

Northern

$180
$103
North
Mart

AC Value
Center

1 Includes Valu Lots, Solo Market and Quickstop stores
2 Includes Quickstop stores
3 Includes two Fur Marketing outlets

Why invest in North West?

90+

% An extraordinary “community store” position

More than 90% of households served by our remote market banners*
shop in our stores every month, which allows us to be a trusted local
source for an expanded range of products and services.

87%

A growing focus on everyday needs
87% of our sales are derived from food and related everyday living
products and services, a focus that lessens North West’s exposure
to the volatility of discretionary spending in difficult economic times.

1.5

Positive market fundamentals
Our markets are home to younger, faster-growing populations with stable
incomes tied to consistent levels of government funding, and income growth
from resource development. The population growth in our remote markets is
1.5 times greater than the national averages in Canada and the United States.

TIMES

Leadership in hard-to-serve, remote markets
More than 85% of our remote banner stores are a two-hour drive
or farther from the “big box” stores that dominate urban markets.

8.1

%

EBITDA CAGR

85+

%

A strong financial position
With strong, reliable cash flows and prudent levels of debt, we invest
to sustain and grow while returning approximately 50% of our cash
flow to investors every year. Trading profit (EBITDA) at North West
increased from $60.0 million to $130.3 million during the 10 years
ending January 31, 2010, a compound annual growth rate of 8.1%.

A proven record of value creation
Units in North West have produced a compound annual return of
25.8% over the past 10 years. A $10,000 investment in North West
at January 31, 2000 was worth $99,000 at January 31, 2010.

*Remote market banners include Northern, NorthMart, AC Value Center and
Cost-U-Less which collectively represent 77% of North West’s total sales

$

10,000
GROWS TO

$

99,000
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President & CEO’s Message
At North West, we are trusted to respect the interests
of our customers, supplier partners, associates and
the communities we are privileged to serve. By doing this
we deliver sustainable returns with no surprises to our investors.

N

orth West posted its tenth consecutive year of revenue
and earnings growth in 2009, extending a record of success
that has come from steadily expanding into new markets
and broadening our product and service offering along the
way. We have built an attractive leadership position in most of
the communities we serve, and we still see abundant room for growth.
More Growth in Store We regularly conduct a strategic assessment of
our business to identify our best opportunities to continue the kind
of performance our unitholders have come to expect. Every three years,
as in 2009, we step back further and complete a more comprehensive
and longer-term analysis. One of the main conclusions of our most
recent review was that North West has a tremendous opportunity to
increase sales and profitability by managing our existing retail network
more effectively. Simply stated, we want to achieve more growth in store
by being better at what we do for our customers every day.
Meeting that objective will depend on our success in select areas of
activity that will receive priority for our time and resources over the
next three years. These include:
Always being ready for business across all North West stores,
with an emphasis on the in-stock food, home products and essential
services that we want customers to look to us first for, every day.
Improving the performance of categories that can make the biggest
difference financially, specifically our perishable food categories,
ranging from produce and meat to food service and frozen, before we
move on to general merchandise opportunities.
Fine-tuning our pricing to drive profitable market share growth by delivering
even better value to our customers.
Building superior service and deeper community relations through
store teams that are inspired to stay with us, get to know their customers
and communities, and then successfully grow their businesses.
I am confident this is the right work that, done well, will enable us to
significantly strengthen our foundation for longer-term expansion
without losing ground on our existing day-to-day business. You can
read more about our strategic initiatives in pages 9 to 19 of this report.

2009 North West Company Fund
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Our vision is to be a “trusted community store of choice”
for everyday needs. These words resonate with our
strengths as a local, small-town and neighbourhood
retailer. They inspire us to deliver more consistently
on our value offer and to build even stronger relationships
so that our customers are attracted to shop with us.

2009 in Review Despite the unusually challenging conditions of the past
year, North West continued to make good progress from both a financial
and operational perspective. Sales increased 3.7% to $1.444 billion, trading
profit was up 6.6% to $130.3 million and net earnings were ahead 8.5% to
$81.8 million, all record levels for the Company. Although the pace of growth
lagged last year’s performance, these results were respectable given net
deflationary conditions caused by lower fuel prices and soft discretionary
demand, first in northern Canada, and then in our southern island locations
during the second half of the year.
We also continued to advance several previously announced initiatives.
Information system and buying group integration within North West
Company International (NWCI) was completed by mid-year and
distribution centres were consolidated at new locations in Edmonton,
Alberta and Tacoma, Washington by year end. Our core leadership
practices of being “customer-driven, trusted, accountable, enterprising,
passionate and committed to sustainable balance in our work” were
successfully introduced to the next levels of management. We achieved
our 2009 targets in connection with the expansion of our store brands
in Canada, resulting in a 15.3% increase in store brand sales, and began
to reduce operating costs in our international business through an
innovative energy management program called Working Smarter.
The Road Ahead New store growth will be opportunistic but not a major
thrust over the next three years as we focus on higher-return initiatives to
strengthen and improve our existing distribution and retail store investment.
Last year we completed a large independent store acquisition in Alaska and
we expect to see more situations like this in remote northern and island
markets if economic conditions remain weak. While we opened only two
Giant Tiger (GT) stores in 2009, we turned the corner in Alberta as our
existing locations benefited from more experienced management teams

Compelling merchandising and great
buys have helped drive significant food
sales gains at our Giant Tiger stores.
Shown here are Ed Wowchuk and
Christine Comeau from our Fermor
Avenue location in Winnipeg.

25

UP TO

%

ENERGY
SAVINGS

and more traffic from consumers who were increasingly receptive to the GT
discount food and fashion offer. We are now finding attractive sites in Calgary
and Edmonton that were not available during the boom years and this will
enable more new GT openings in the next two years.
New business initiatives will continue to focus on financial services, store
brand development and our expanding health offering in remote communities.
With our Northern Pharmacy, North West Telepharmacy and Amdocs
physician management service we are positioning ourselves as an integrated
health solutions provider with our community and government partners.
Economic Outlook The economic climate in 2010 promises to be just as
challenging for our customers as it was in 2009. On the plus side, publicsector infrastructure investment in the Canadian North is expected to
increase and mineral resource development activity appears to be firming up.
This will benefit our Northern and NorthMart store groups, which started to
deliver sales and market share gains in the fourth quarter of last year after
15 months of flat performance. In western Canada we anticipate continued
improvement at our Giant Tiger stores as more locations mature and we build
on the customer awareness and loyalty generated last year. U.S. and
international markets are expected to be challenged by a lingering
downturn in tourism and by a slower recovery in oil and gas-related
development. Higher interest rates projected for the latter part of 2010 and
higher pension costs tied to current low interest rates will put pressure on
expenses.
Our North West Family Amid the turmoil and uncertainty that affected
the fortunes of many people and companies during the past year and a half,
North West has been recognized for consistency and measured, dependable
growth. This performance has been made possible by our focus on meeting
everyday needs in the hard-to-reach and relatively stable markets that we
serve. Our ability to do this well was the result of the smart, day-to-day
drive of thousands of associates and the ongoing loyalty of our suppliers and
customers. With their support, I am confident that North West will realize its
vision of being the trusted community store of choice for many years to come.

Edward S. Kennedy
President & CEO 
April 7, 2010

Working Smarter
Introduced in 2009, our Working Smarter
program is lowering the high cost of energy
in remote markets through important
conservation initiatives. Highlights for
2009 included the re-lamping of all our
Cost-U-Less stores, which contributed to
a 27.4% or $1.9 million expense reduction
that helped protect profit margins in the
midst of a pronounced slowdown in the
tourism industry.
In our Northern store banner we
launched a prototype store which features
our best energy saving ideas ¬ from
reclaiming refrigeration waste heat to
maximizing the use of outside (ambient)
lighting. Learning from this work will carry
forward in 2010 as we adapt best practices
and technologies starting with high payback
locations that depend on expensive
diesel-generated power.

Above Trisha Davis and her daughter
Sharika Rogers stock up on bulk groceries
at the newly re-lamped Cost-U-Less in
St. Thomas, U.S. Virgin Islands.
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More growth in store…
We’ve taken a closer look at underdeveloped but
promising opportunities to increase sales and profitability
within our existing retail base. The following pages
summarize our plans to ensure there will continue to
be more growth in store for North West in the years ahead.

Across our enterprise we are exploring ways
to be more efficient and effective in whatever
we do. Staff and customer photos shown on
the left are from our Northern store in Rankin
Inlet, our NorthMart store in Cross Lake,
Giant Tiger in Winnipeg, our AC Value Center
in Kotzebue, Alaska and our Cost-U-Less
stores in St. Maarten and St. Croix.
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More growth in store starts with…
Knowing our customers
Most of our stores are located in exceptionally hard-to-reach
communities where they serve many kinds of customers. For
some, we are a full-service supermarket that provides almost
everything shoppers need ¬ from everyday food and household
supplies to big-ticket items like appliances and furniture.
For others, we might serve as a bank, a post office, or a
local convenience store that is visited between out-of-town
shopping trips.
We recognize that better meeting the needs of customers in
these segments, as well as the ones in between, is a compelling
path to sales growth. So, last year we dug deeper into the
attitudes and preferences that shape our shoppers’ behaviour to
understand how we might revitalize our value offer in the areas
that matter most. What we learned has driven our strategic
thinking in three critical areas.
Priced Right is our commitment to completing price checks
and making adjustments on a rigorous, systematic basis to
ensure that we offer true, meaningful value compared to local
and out-of-town competition.

Store Brand Growth
(%)
18
15.4
15

14.0
12.4

12
9
6
3
0
2008 2009 2010 Forecasted
Calculation is total store brand sales
from Canadian operations as a percentage
of food sales (less tobacco, fluid milk and
convenience foods)

Friendly, Helpful Customer Service embodies the opportunity to
build upon an existing competitive advantage by setting clearer,
more consistent performance standards for each of our banners.
Community Support recognizes the unique and positive
contributions our stores can make to the quality of life in the
communities we serve every day.

Our Best Value store brand includes
everyday items at competitive prices ¬
a convenience that customers like
Samantha Tatty at our Northern store
in Rankin Inlet have come to value.

Makayak Nipisar advises Joachim
Ayaruak about specially formulated
snowmobile motor oil for extreme
weather conditions in Rankin Inlet.
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More growth in store is driven by…
Operating excellence
Fix Perishables is a comprehensive strategy designed to raise
the profit contribution from produce, meat, and chilled and
frozen foods. These four categories represent 38% of total food
sales and generate a disproportionate share of expenses due to
equipment costs and higher levels of labour, logistical support
and energy consumption. We see potential gains to improve
our performance in each of these important categories. So we
are making the required investments in how we plan, buy, move
and sell to improve profitability while delivering better quality
and value to our customers.
Be Business Ready is our plan to focus on the sales lift
we see from better in-stock performance on items our
customers have a right to expect from us as their trusted
local store. The biggest potential gains have been identified
in shelf-stable or non-perishable foods which represent
62% of our total food sales. The solutions will come from
new initiatives to streamline ordering and transportation
processes, consolidate and standardize product ranges and
invest in store management capabilities.

February is “Apple Month” at the
NorthMart in Cross Lake, Manitoba.
Hannah and Brooklynn Halcrow
savour fresh product samples
prepared by Sylvia Buck.

Rodney and Lydia Ross stock up at the
Cross Lake NorthMart where monthly
power aisle specials help drive traffic
and deliver better value to families.
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More growth in store requires…
Focused investment
The success of store-level initiatives set out in our strategic
plan will depend on a corresponding upgrade of our logistics
network. In 2009, we started with the installation of a new food
warehouse management system that has improved efficiencies
in our Winnipeg centre. In Alberta, the year-end relocation of
our Calgary food centre to a dedicated third-party facility in
Edmonton using the same new technology will reduce the cost
of serving northern and further-west markets. Similar benefits
have been achieved by consolidating our Anchorage and Seattle
facilities into a new location in Tacoma, Washington that is
closer to our supplier partners.
In 2010 we will be shifting our focus to how effectively we move
goods by air and water, a long-standing competitive advantage
for North West, based on the experience and economies of scale
we have gained shipping large volumes of freight across some
of the world’s longest and most complex supply chain routes.
We’ve found that there is still room for improvement as we work
more closely with our main transportation partners on demand
planning and forecasting so that we can deliver products on
a more dependable and cost-effective basis, regardless of
distance.

As a leading remote market retailer
with operations from Alaska and
northern Canada to the South Pacific
and the Caribbean, we manage some
of the most elongated and challenging
supply chains in the world. Keeping
our stores supplied with the right
products and services throughout
the year requires special skills in the
delivery of freight by air, ocean, rail,
road and winter road transportation.

BEAUFORT
SEA

IQALUIT

ANCHORAGE

HAY RIVER

LABRADOR
SEA

HUDSON
BAY

CHURCHILL
THOMPSON
EDMONTON

TACOMA

WINNIPEG

PACIFIC
OCEAN

VAL D’OR
MONTREAL

ATLANTIC
OCEAN

SONORA

FORT LAUDERDALE
GULF OF
MEXICO

SOUTH
PACIFIC
OCEAN

TO SYDNEY
AUSTRALIA

North West’s new fast-moving item
food distribution centre in Edmonton,
Alberta has reduced costs and
improved delivery times to our
Alberta Giant Tiger stores and further
west Northern and NorthMart stores.
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More growth in store takes…
Innovative products & services
Being a trusted community store is an earned position that
enables us to grow our local presence with the full support
and partnership of our customers. More growth in store at
North West reflects our commitment to find new ways to
enhance our customer and community relationships.

Gross Profit from
Everyday Services 1
Canadian Operations
($ in millions)
CAGR 13.5%2
50

This innovative spirit was demonstrated through new
complementary services in 2009, led by the expansion of
our tax return preparation service. Bringing this service in
house allowed us to increase the number of returns processed
by 26% over two years and improve net revenues by 226%.
We also continued to build the foundation for a promising
health care business with the acquisition of two independent
northern pharmacies, the development of telepharmacy
support for rural hospitals and our entry into physician
management services for remote communities.
Store brands represent another important growth opportunity
for North West. Last year we launched 147 new Best Value and
BV Select products in our Canadian stores and redesigned the
packaging for another 30 items. The creation of BV Select, as
a quality offering equivalent to national brands, complements
the recognized low-cost value advantage of our number
one volume Best Value line-up. Together these brands have
demonstrated tremendous appeal within our Giant Tiger,
Northern and NorthMart banners and today represent 14.0%
of total food sales.

27.2
40

22.9
20.5

30
17.0
20

14.5

10
5
0
2005 2006 2007 2008 2009
1 	 Includes Canadian Operations fuel,
pharmacy, financial services, and post office
2 	Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR)

Our Canadian stores sold more than
588,000 units of Best Value drink
crystals in 2009 or 41% of total
category sales. Great taste, low
transportation costs (compared to
shipping fluid products) and attractive
pricing relative to national brands,
account for this product line’s growing
popularity.
First introduced in 1998, our growing
line-up of store brand products provides
more choice and better value for
shoppers like Kristy Kablutsiak and
daughter Jacqueline at our Rankin Inlet
Northern store while generating
stronger margins for North West.
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More growth in store depends on…
Enterprising people
To successfully meet the needs of customers, our people
must master the challenges of complex logistics, secondworld infrastructure, unpredictable weather and unique
cultural traditions. To succeed, we think and act locally
with an emphasis on decentralized decision-making.
It takes special individuals to do that ¬ talented men and
women with a willingness to put down roots, build local
knowledge, forge positive community relationships and
inspire associates to realize their full potential as well as
that of their stores.
An important element in our 2009 planning work was the
careful assessment of the correlation between management
continuity and store performance. These findings are being
addressed in 2010 as part of a Store Stability strategy that
is focused on one straightforward goal: to have all stores
reach a targeted level of capability and stability within the
next three years. Recruitment, compensation, store work
conditions and learning programs are all being geared to
help meet this objective as part of a multi-year investment.

Kotzebue’s AC Value Center manager
Mark Kirk (photographed here with
Bonny Kirk and a member of the local
police force) has significantly boosted
deli and produce sales by serving local
community and corporate events.

Business-to-business opportunities
are an increasingly important part
of the sales mix at Cost-U-Less.
The enterprising sales team at our
St. Maarten store offers complete
provisioning for local yachts and
commercial vessels.

2009 North West Company Fund
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Unitholder Information
		Unit Price	Unit Price	Unit Price
Fiscal Year		
High	Low
Close

Volume	EPU 1

2009
April 30, 2009
July 31, 2009
October 31, 2009
January 31, 2010

$ 19.60
17.48
16.75
18.70
19.60

$ 14.88
14.98
14.88
15.11
16.86

$ 17.94
16.35
15.65
16.98
17.94

20,080,407
4,068,297
5,289,346
6,004,601
4,718,163

$ 1.69
0.33
0.43
0.51
0.42

2008
April 30, 2008
July 31, 2008
October 31, 2008
January 31, 2009

$ 19.99
19.99
18.75
17.75
18.50

$ 13.00
17.37
14.20
13.00
15.10

$ 16.14
18.53
14.55
17.00
16.14

16,402,351
3,378,010
4,473,357
4,438,533
4,112,451

$ 1.56
0.32
0.38
0.46
0.40

2007
April 30, 2007
July 31, 2007
October 31, 2007
January 31, 2008

$ 22.68
20.93
21.15
21.96
22.68

$ 15.01
15.01
18.29
19.25
17.69

$ 18.42
20.55
21.14
21.79
18.42

17,329,531
6,369,558
3,710,133
2,847,888
4,401,952

$ 1.31
0.23
0.30
0.39
0.39

1	 Net earnings are per unit on a diluted basis

Total Return Performance (% at January 31)
This chart illustrates the relative performance of units (on a post split
basis) of North West Company Fund over the past five years. The index
incorporates the reinvestment of dividends and income distributions.

Record Date: June 30, 2010
Payment Date: July 15, 2010
Record Date: September 30, 2010
Payment Date: October 15, 2010
Record Date: December 31, 2010
Payment Date: January 17, 2011
*Distributions are subject to approval by the Board of Trustees

2010 Annual and Special Meeting
The Annual and Special Meeting of Unitholders
of North West Company Fund will be held
on Thursday, June 10, 2010 at 11:30 am
in the Muriel Richardson Auditorium,
Winnipeg Art Gallery, 300 Memorial Boulevard,
Winnipeg, Manitoba.
Transfer Agent and Registrar
CIBC Mellon Trust Company
Calgary and Toronto
Toll-free: 1 800 387 0825
www.cibcmellon.ca
Stock Exchange Listing
The Toronto Stock Exchange
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North West Company Fund Distribution Dates*
Record Date: March 31, 2010
Payment Date: April 15, 2010
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132
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137

Consumer Durables/
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156
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72

119
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124

138
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85

114
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Retailing Group

96

106

84
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Stock Symbol NWF.UN
TIN #: T 17 6857 82
CUSIP #: 662906-10-6
Number of units issued and outstanding
at January 31, 2010: 48,378,000
Auditors
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP

Corporate Governance

Complete disclosure of the North West Company
Fund’s (the “Fund”) corporate governance is provided
in the Fund’s Management Information Circular, which
is available on the Canadian Securities Administrators’
website at www.sedar.com or in the investor section of
the Fund’s website at www.northwest.ca

Executives
Canadian Operations*

Executives
International Operations*

Trustees
North West Company Fund

Edward S. Kennedy
President & CEO

Edward S. Kennedy
Chairman & CEO

H. Sanford Riley
Chairman

Léo P. Charrière
Executive Vice-President & CFO

Rex A. Wilhelm
President & COO

Edward S. Kennedy
David G. Broadhurst 1, 2

Craig T. Gilpin
Executive Vice-President
& Chief Corporate Officer

Henry J. Baldwin II
Vice-President,
Human Resources

Frank J. Coleman 1
Wendy F. Evans 2,3

Michael W. McMullen
Executive Vice-President,
Northern Canada Retail

J. Robert Cain
Vice-President,
Logistics & Supply Chain Services

Robert J. Kennedy 2,3
Gary J. Lukassen 2

Dalbir S. Bains
Vice-President,
Planning & Corporate Development
David M. Chatyrbok
Vice-President,
Canadian Procurement & Marketing
Paulina Hiebert
Vice-President,
Legal & Corporate Secretary
Daniel G. McConnell
Vice-President,
Real Estate & Store Development
Scott A. McKay
Vice-President & General Manager,
Giant Tiger, West Store Division
John D. King
Vice-President,
Finance
Gerald L. Mauthe
Vice-President,
Information Services
Karen J. Milani
Vice-President,
Human Resources
Michael E. Sorobey
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Nor’Westers have consistently been associated with the vision,
perseverance, and enterprising spirit of the voyageurs who
pushed past limits to further our Company’s growth during the
fur trade. We trace our roots to 1668, and the establishment
of one of North America’s early trading posts at Waskaganish
on James Bay. Today, we continue to embrace this pioneering
culture as true “frontier merchants.”

